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400+ responded | 77% asked to remain anonymous
Rising Costs
50% mentioned rising gas costs
Telework reduced costs to
employees & the state
"The new policy will cause a significant financial
hardship due to the cost for transportation,
maintenance, gas, parking fees, clothing..."

Childcare
25% said childcare was #1 concern
COVID reduced childcare costs
Families told telework would stay
Arranging childcare takes time
Less telework = less family time
“Gov. Youngkin said during his campaign that he
was for the parents and putting families first. So
let’s do that.”

Work/Life Balance
20% said work/life balance was important
Going back into the office 4 days = loss
1 day of telework is seen as inflexible
“Work/life balance creates happier employees = winwin” and "COVID proved that work/life balance was
workable.”

Health and Well-Being
Concerns about COVID impacts remain
Mental health precarious due to pandemic

"Can only describe it as chaos."
“We received final confirmation that we would
have to adhere to the governor's plan 20 minutes
before the paperwork was due by close of business
that day.”

Administered By the Wrong People
“Supervisors should have been able to determine
based on job types, etc… Each location should be
able to determine their best needs.”
“...the decision should have been passed on the
agencies to determine what worked best for them.”

One-Size-Fits-All is Ineffective
“The governor’s decision to make this a blanket
order and not let it be handled specifically by the
different agencies does not make any logical sense
for the benefit of the state.”

Told Telework Would Continue
“Agencies told workers that telework would
continue permanently - we had been told telework
would continue.”

Telework Existed Pre-COVID
46% teleworked pre-COVID

“I have a toddler with an underlying medical
condition who is currently unable to be vaccinated
against COVID. Each day I am unnecessarily in the
office (even masked) I am increasing my own risk
of exposure and by extension, that of my spouse
and child.”

“I teleworked prior to covid for 10 years…The new
telework policy is more stringent than the precovid policy and will limit my telework ability to
one day per week, if allowed.”

"Mental wellbeing of families and children is a
serious factor as many children are used to being
at home with their parents for the last 2 and a half
years."

“I have staff members who have never worked
from the office...," "Our agency also gave up office
space, so now we do not have enough offices...,"
"There is no office space available."

CONTACT
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Rushed and Confusing Policy

No Offices to Go To

VGEA TELEWORK
SURVEY RESULTS
ONE-SHEET SUM UP

Disregards Flexibility
"Many life decisions were previously made based
on the longstanding policy allowing for telework up
to four days a week plus the additional flexibility.
And by essentially ending our ability to
telecommute, my life has been upended.

Trust Eroding for Administration
The majority of responses reflected
disappointment in the administration.
The administration forced a deadline on
agencies and employees, and missed theirs.
“I am extremely upset and disappointed with the
decisions that have been made regarding this
policy thus far, an I am not alone in these
feelings..."
“This governor's actions makes me very concerned
over how he will continue to dictate other
programs or policies that affect all Virginians.”

Trust Remains for Agencies
Respondents indicated satisfaction with how their
agencies handled the policy implementation given
that it was implemented in a rush, without them
being consulted first, and without their input.
“The agency has done the best it can based on what
seemed like considerable confusion when this bomb
was dropped."

Employee Retention at Risk
“...the non-governmental realm is going in to MORE
telework and flexible scheduling, putting state
positions at a distinct disadvantage in a
competitive hiring market."
“We’ll lose employees because of this.”

CONTACT

“...if this policy isn't changed significantly there will
be massive repercussions including a ton of
experienced workers leaving for private sector jobs.
The state government will basically be put on its
knees.”
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Telework Works / More Work Done
An overwhelming majority said that they got
just as much done at home (or more) as they
did in the office by avoiding water cooler talk,
being distracted by other employees, etc…
“People have been successfully teleworking for over
20 years."
“...work performance has improved since not having
to deal with office drama, distractions, wasting
company time by chit chatting."

Stress (More or Less)
Many cited significant stress added to their
lives for all of the above reasons.
Many cited lower stress do to telework.
“This is very stressful. I have been teleworking
successfully since 2007. It's part of our agency's
culture and while other agencies had to shut down,
we were business as usual. We should not be forced
into an office to do what we have proven we can
successfully do from home.”

VGEA Conclusion
1. We urge the Youngkin administration to delay the
implementation of the telework policy to
September 12, 2022, to allow for state employees
to address needs related to childcare, commuting,
and a less stressful return to the office – especially
after many state employees (not all) are just
emerging from the life-changing trauma of the last
two years of the COVID pandemic while still trying
to manage many lingering, related challenges.
2. We ask the administration to reconsider the
blanket nature of the telework policy in favor of
returning to a policy that considers the
complexities and nuances of all state jobs and
trusts the administration of the policy to the
individual agencies.
3. As advocates for state employees, we would be
honored to provide consultation on teleworking –
and this telework policy in particular – to help
support and retain our valuable state employees
while attracting excellent talent both now and in
the future.

